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Class Elections
OFFICERS
NAMED
TUESDAY

Football Season Ope

WINTER, FROSH CELEBRATE

The 1941-42 election machinery
was oiled at assembly yesterday
by Joe Kegler, election chairman,
as nominations were held lor all
class officers. Elections will be
held Tuesday, the 23rd, from 8
to 4 in the Administration build
ing.

SENIOR CLASS

Out of the senior class loom
the names of Ben Hamm, Dusty
Miller, and Kenneth Hastin in the
race for president. Omega Phi
Rhizomia, and Archania are all
represented in this presidential
campaign.
Lois Bugbee, Epsilon, received
no opposition for the office of
vice-president of the senior class.
Tom Ferrari, Omega Phi, also
stood alone in this field in the
race for treasurer.
For secretary the names of
Tau Kappa's Ethel Stark, Alpha
Thete's Jane Grey, and Epsilon's
Kathryn O'Conner will appear on
the senior class ballot.
Heading the junior class ballot
will be Tom Bowe, Rhizomia, Weidon West, Archania, and Bill
Scott, Omega Phi. Running for
vice-president will be Jackie Easbie, and Alice Boyer, while Jerry
Bryan, Phyllis Dodge, and Myra
Lynn will be heading for the sec
retarial office. Nominees for
Treasurer of the Juniors are Fred
(Continued on page 5, Column 2)

EX. GRADES
TO AID
FRESHMEN

Hawaii Rally
Booms

was a preIndicative of the general
mosphere, the above photo shows YELL game celebration for the contest with
LEADER JERRY WINTER and a group University of Hawaii,
of Jaysee frosh on their way to the rally

Coffman, Hart Comedy
Chosen For Theatre
Franklin Wilbur Heads Cast;
Production In November
"The Man Who Came to Dinner"—the hilarious Coff-

New procedure is in trial this man and Hart comedy made famous by Alexander Wollyear in connection with the orien cott, who himself played in the title role—will be pre
tation classes. Each new student sented by the Pacific Little Theater on October 31 and
will see his counselor regarding November 1, 7 and 8. Franklin Wilbur, former Pacific
the results of the achievement student, has the leading role of^
tests which he took during reg Sheridan Whiteside. Mr. Wilbur
may be remembered for his por
istration week.
trayal of MacBeth in 1935.
GRADES STUDIED
The play is a„ take-off on Alex
In explanation of this new pro
cedure, Dean James H. Corsen, ander Wollcott, a great literary
head of the personnel committee, man who is touring in theh Mid
said that the student's interests dle west. He is invited to dinner
by a wellt-o-do smallt-own family.
and grades in high school will be
He has an accident there which
taken into consideration when prevents him from leaving the
the student meets with his coun house. Taking over the entire
selor. The new service, which household, he insults everybody
includes no expense to the stu and creates general pandemoni
dent, is a vocational interest in um.
ventory called the Kuder Pre BUGS NEEDED
ference Record.
The property list is the biggest
Also, students in orientation headache that ever struck COP.
classes, instead of the usual two The properties include such items
book reports per semester, may as an aunt colony, dead fish, a
make one book report and a li penguin, and a cricket palace
brary study covering their voca equipped with ear phones so that
the lo« call of the insect may be
tional interests.
CINCH NOTICES
heard.
Mr. Wilbur is now working in
Anbther change made by the
DoMARCUS BROWN has
Personnel committee is in send- radio with the McClatchy Broad
mg cinch notices. Students re casting company. He was former announced a vigorous series
ceiving notices in more than the ly production director at KMJ in of
plays for the Little
minimum number of units must Fresno.
Theatre.
see their counselors to get them. COMPLETE SERIES
ln this way students who are
The play is under the direction
really interested in knowing the of DeMarcus Brown, who prom "Ladies in Retirement," "Will
reason of their receival of the ises a thrilling new season of Shakespeare," "Thunder Rock,"
"Two On An Island," and "Dr.
notices may confer with their Little Theater plays.
counselors.
Coming productions include Faustus."

DIRECTOR

Debate Meet
To Be Held
Monday
National Question Is
Concerned With
Labor Union Laws
The first debate meeting of the
season will be held Monday eve
ning at 7:30 in room A-201. This
meeting is open to all students
interested in forensic activities,
whether enrolled in the applied
forensic course or not
LABOR UNIONS
The 1941-42 national question
for debate will be, "Resolved:
That the federal government
should regulate by law all labor
unions in the United States—con
stitutionality conceded."
This proposition has been se
lected by a committee authorized
by the executive council of Na
tional Association of Teachers of
Speech to recommend debate and
discussion questions for nation
wide intercollegiate debate for the
college season.
CLARK OR BETZ
Any Pacific Junior College stu
dent who wishes to participate in
intercollegiate debate is request
ed to see Professor E. S. Betz or
R. D. Clark, whose offices are up
stairs in Anderson Hall.
To add interest to this first
meeting, movies of last year's de
bate trips will be shown.

PACIFIC
BOOMS
AT RALLY
Pacific Student Association yell
leaders Boy Thompson and Jerry
Winters, assistant and head re
spectively, swung out the entire
Pacific representation at the Cali
fornia Fox theatre Wednesday
evening in the best yells and
songs in the College's handbook.
This event officially ushered in
the school's football season and
introduced not only to the stu
dents, but the entire patronage
of the theatre as well, the head
coaches and the President of the
College.
TICKETS „\
ON SALE
Bob Monagan, president of the
Pacific student association and
also acting master of ceremonies,
stated that the down town foot
ball ticket offices were the Owl
Drug, Hotel Wolf, and Yolland
Johnson's. Tickets are now on
sale for the first contest of the
season between the University of
Hawaii and the College of the
Pacific to be held in Baxter
Stadium September 24.
ENTERTAINMENT
An accordion solo and two love
ly Hawaiian melodies played and
sung by Mel Serventi, Jimmy Ai,
and Charlie Mokiao respectively,
made up the rally's entertain
ment list and marked the close.
STAGG FEATURE
On the screen was featured the
life story of notorious "Belle
Starr" and was supported by a
second picture, "Charlie Chan in
Rio."
A colored short subject
was shown which portrayed the
College of the Pacific football
team and their coach, the famous
"Grand Old Man" of football, in
action.
COLORFUL GESTURE
Turner's Hardware Company
of Stockton will be the distribu
tors of 5,000 leis at the gates of
the stadium the eventful night
of the Hawaii game. These leis
will vary in color and will serve
as a welcoming gesture towards
the guest team.

AL HARKINS
DANCE
IS SUCCESS
Uncountable, and uncounted,
were the numerous couples at
tending the P. S. A.'s successful
Friday night dance. Unlike most
things of quantity, there was no
lack of quality supplied by Al Harkins band and new vocalist Dar
en McGavern. Lost in the corner
but enjoying themselves, were
the "chaperones," Dean and Mrs.
James Corson, Dean Beulah Wat
son and Mr. Alden Smith, Pro
fessor and Mrs. Robert Fenix and
Dr. and Mrs. Claire Olson.
Unlike many P. S. A. dances in
the past, the straight evening of
dancing was broken very enjoyably by the versatile Harkins
band as they paced through sev
eral specialty numbers.
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Gun Jumpers
With a full quota, the Jaysee pilot training course
continues to set the pace for all schools in this area.
Its graduates are entering the flying services of the
country, or doing vital instruction work.
The local program is safe; in fact, no accidents have
been reported by the instructors in their long training
period in Stockton. Certainly it is a safe risk that no
student will be injured in the course; it is also certain
that local draft boards are granting deferment for
pupils taking the class.
Consequently, in the past the course, reputedly
valued at three hundred fifty dollars, has been filled
with the greatest ease.
however, there is a current delay in filling the
quota of forty students for the primary instruction.
After the world crises a knowledge of flight will be a
necessity. Why do not more students wish to jump the
gun?

Names Wanted
Unsolicited material, which in most cases is un
signed, is again being submitted to the WEEKLY editors
for publication. Any newspaper, and certainly a college
periodical is no exception, welcomes reader comment—
even criticism, which of necessity must be constructive.
However, it is the generally accepted policy to re
quire the name of the person submitting the material,
whether it be complaint or praise. Names, of course,
are omitted upon request.
Ordinary channel of- reader participation in this
paper is the Tiger Rag column, resumed this week with
assembly comments. Anyone may have cordments pub
lished by merely submitting signed copy.
Also regular news columns are open to qualified
writers, but in both cas^ the writer's name must be
known before publication.
The articles in this paper are a challenge to think
ing students. Are there any takers with names?

Beggars Food
The principle importance of a student association
is to organize college men and women in such a way
that their luxuries and recreations are markedly sub
ordinate to the achievement of knowledge. A college
student should study and then have a good time, for if
he does not do this he will soon find that out of college
he can neither study nor have a good time.
Beggars are not beggars because they studied too
much in college. Fun is like food: you have to go
without it for a while to enjoy it.
A student association should advocate education, not
disintegration.
J.T.

PACIFIC WEEKLY
BOB CONAWAY, Editor
Phone 9-9121
IRVINE SPRAGUE, Manager
Phone 8-8710
Published every Friday during the College year by the Pacific
Student Association. Entered as second class matter October 24,
1924, at the Postoffice, Stockton, California, under the Act of
March 3, 1879. Acceptance for mailing at special rate of postage
for in Section 103, October 3, 1917, authorized October 24, 1924
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Editorial Board
JEANNE DAGG, News.
DON SEGERSTROM, Column.
BETTY MORRISON, Society.
JACK TOOMAY, Sports.
ROLLIE ROMO, Associate Sports.
ELEANOR POWELL, Feature.
DON JONTE, Photography.
FRANCES BOCEK, Copy Desk.
BILL RAMSEY, Music.
ADELE SCOBLE, Exchanges.
REPORTERS
Marjorie Thatcher, Iola Whitlock, Rose Ann Chatton, Willa
McDonald, Marge Mclntyre, Jack Friend.
Mhrjorie Boardman, Jean Fuller, Jean Crawford, Bob Auger,
Wilma Cawley, Marilyn Chapman, LeRoy Chrisman, Maryetta
Curtin, Merle Esplen, Betty Hellbaum, Priscilla Keefer, Eleanor
Louthian, Daren McGavren, Charles Orr, Alice HalL

Urge More Applications
For C. P. T. Courses
S. J. C. PILOT QUOTA IS
INCREASED THIS YEAR
Stockton Junior College civilian pilot training pro
gram now offers students an opportunity to learn to fly
at no cost. In addition to an estimated $350 pilot train
By DON SEGERSTROM
With his hair cropped close to ing, the student receives college credit for hm work in
his head and his 210 pounds of the course. Stockton Junior College is particularly for-

•tunate this year m being able
solid bone and muscle plunging
to offer the students an exten
!
tremendously over several thousive aeronautical program in
sand goal lines, King Football
ground school and light instruc
began to emerge from his aca
tion.
demicals this week d e s p i t e
While University of California's
weather, high water and the
quota
has been cut from 40 to
OPM.
30 students and the Modesto Ju
Old grads grew nostalgic and
nior College quota from 30 to
wondered if their club still had
20, the Civil Aeronautics Au
that old zip and zowie as they
thority has seen fit to give Stock
did in '26 when Tom Garfield
ton Junior College the maximum
ran eighty-four yards through a
quota of 40 student pilots. Dr.
broken field in the last two min
Bawden, director of the CPT
utes of play to score the winning
program, urges all who a u' in
touchdown that slapped that
Well, here goes on another terested and eligible to take ad
nasty Podunk J. C. into the con
year of diggin' that solid stuff. vantage of this allotment as the
ference cellar. It was terrific.
With a tight feeling some Stockton finally looks as though quota has not yet been filled.
where near the left ventric'e it has a chance of being a stop ADVANTAGES
we can recall our undergrad ping off place for the big-name
Many students who obtain
days at Thomas Jefferson aggregations, and the local gates their private pilot's licenses de
Union High School. It was
cide to go into the Army or
are overjoyed.
"fight on for Jefferson Eagles"
Look at the bands that have Navy Air Corps in order to ob
and we would sit in the stands shown their wares here since Aug. tain training for their chosen
and yell and boo and eat pop 30. "Chuck" Foster, Charlie Bar- profession. Other students will
corn and drink some sort of net, Erskine Hawkins, Gene Kru- continue the advanced aeronau
bottled stuff that tasted faintly pa, and "Woody" Herman. For tics training at the Stockton Ju
like, dining hall coffee. It was our dough, the last four named nior College and become civilian
terrific.
Are really top-notch swing crews. pilot instructors. Students who
King Football has emerged and As for Foster, he's strictly off
are engaged in the Civilian Pilot
for the next three months we the elbow, but he makes money
Training program at the Stock
can sit submerged and more than just the same, so what are we
ton Junior College are also being
likely wedged in a cheering sea- ribbing him for?
Ted Fio Rito and band is the given deferment by Selectrive
tion and watch the Tigers Ruin
the Rainbows, Wax the Wildcats, next attraction booked at the Service Boards, and flight in
Mangle the Mustangs, Aggre- Grove, with Bob Crosby's combo structors engaged by the Army
vate the Aggies, Strangle the following in October. Believe it primary flight contractors are
Spartans, Smack the Saints, Ruin or not, Fio Rito has abandoned also given deferment.
his recent Mickey Mouse groove, TRAINING
the Ramblers and Plaster the
and his present band has had fine
The majority of students who
Padres. It'll be' terrific.
press notices as a solid bunch. take the primary flight training
As far as we're concerned, any course will not go beyond the
Freshman women are mys change is for the better.
private pilots license. This train
terious, aren't they? They would
Crosby has sounded fine on his ing is all that they will need as
probably be less mystical if recent Catalina airings. Probably
there weren't so many of them. all of you have noticed the ab preparation for flying their own
It's devastating, this rum sence of the Bobolinks (a quartet airplanes.
ored 3 to 1 or 6 to 4 or what- styled after the Merry Macs) RECRUITING
But, you may ask, what about
ever-it-is ratio.
Uncle Sam which, from our viewpoint is a
needs help and lots of man great help to the band. Incident National Defense Professor Ban
power. So does the College of ally, the male vocalist with Kru- croft, director of the ground
the Pacific . . , and Stockton pa was a former member of the school and flight instruction,
Bobolinks.
points out that, although the
Junior College.
When Charlie Barnet's crew CPT is a recruiting program for
College life maintains a degree played here the third, Cliff Lee- the national defense, the student
man, the drummer, was out on pilot is in no way obliged to the
of normality.
It hides itself away from the bail. It seems that the Feds dis government for his training. For
arduous fact that this is a nation like people using marahuana.
While browsing through the di Stockton the Pathfinder Flying
virtually at war with Totalitar
rectory of Local 6 (San Francis Service is in charge of instruc
ianism, a nation destined to face co Musician's Union to youse tion. The aeronautics department
sacrifice or perish with the belief mugs), the name of Alvin Mc- wishes to point out the safety
that a standard of living means Burney stuck out like a painful of flying.
more than the right to talk in digit With a perfectly good mon 24 UNIT CREDITS
loud tones to a friend met on iker like that, why do you sup
But often, it is not fear of safe
the street corner.
pose the guy changed his name to ty which concerns the student
We do not make sacrifices, we Alvino Rey?
interest in flying but fear that
rationalize ourselves into a state
Artie Shaw is organizing a he may not qualify for pilot
well being and we take that band that bids fair to overshadow t r a i n i n g .
Professor B a w d e n
queen to the Delta for a "coke" everything he has attempted so points out that qualifications are
and as we sit there ignoring the far. It's an oversized aggregation few. The few prerequisites in
awful color of her lipstick and of thirty men, and Shaw plans to clude one year or 24. units credit
smiling at the same time we ad twenty more for a series of in junior college and the pass
think about Charlie, the kid who swing concerts. The band will ing of a physical examination..
probably play theater dates for
roomed next door last semester
For freshmen who are inter
a mere $10,000 a week to start.
and who would be here trying
Next week we'll maybe review a ested in aeronautics, a survey
to get a date next week with this coupla of records or something.
course of one unit will be given
same queen only he's sleeping
beginning October 15. All ap
somewhere on an army cot that's
plications are to be made in
too short or him.
Room 108, Weber Hall
College life maintains a de
gree of normality.
We joined the PSA the other
day, but only upon the solemn
pledge of executive Bob Monagan that we could see, swim,
run; dance, pledge, debate, play,
vote and work. We wanted to
be sure that he would stand
firmly behind the promises
made in a certain ad in Sep
tember twelfth's WEEKLY.

Where's the
Fire, Girls?

Fraternity row missed the
chance of a decade, yea even a
century, last Thursday when the
Girls' Dorm had a fire drill at 12
midnight.
Maybe the fellas who were
home by that time merely thought
all the noise was another one of
those dorm bull sessions, but they
were sadly mistaken. For almost
half an hour the girls milled in
One thousand miles on a bi the street exhibiting the latest
cycle in 10 days is the feat ac styles in curlers, cold cream,
complished by a 15-year-old South house coats, and that "natural"
whet r#»(»pntTv OV- —-i-—-

Radio Classes
Scheduled

on Tuesdays and Thursdays.
Programs from the campus stu
dio are expected to begin in Oc
tober.

The senior college radio classes
have been arranged by Campus
Radio Director John Crabbe or
the fall semester. Radio Drama
will meet at 2:25 Monday aternoons and again from 7 to 10
Wednesdays. Radio Workship
is scheduled for Fridays at 11:40.
Radio News is to be held at 8:55

Students using typewriters in
school do better work, make few
er mistakes and progress faster
than other students, psycholog
ists have found after a survey
of schools in 12 cities in which cled that stance
2000 typewriters were used.

to Visit :

Former J. C. Pupil
In Marine Corps

A former student of Stockton
Junior College, Richard M. Riddell, is now on active duty with
one of the many U. S. Marine
Corps units, according to news
reaching here today.
Riddell, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Riddell, 244 E. Alpine Avenue
of Stockton, made an impression
able mark during recent train
ing at the San Diego Marine
Corns Base. He won medals for
Yes, boys, what happened to his skill with the rifle, nisiui and
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A Cappella Choir
Opens 25th Year

Dean Watson Jobs Available Ambitious
Jaysee Students Now
Is Girls'
Dorm Guest
job on the campus, there are

Bodley Chooses Forty-nine
Students of "High Caliber"
The A Capella Choir had its first meeting Monday
night after extensive tryouts conducted last week by
professor J. Russell Bodley. Prof Bodley commented,
"As usual we had more material than we could possibly
use. This year found more junior college transfers
applying for places in the choirs

than in any previous year. It is
also gratifying to notice that the
caliber of musicianship is on such
a high level, which speaks exceed
ingly well for the high schools
and junior colleges where these
students have received their early
training.

At a general house meeting in
the Women's Hall last Thursday
night Miss Beulah Watson, dean
of women, spoke to the girls and
explained the reasons or the
house regulations.
She explained that these rules
were set up by the AWS or the
benefit of the girls themselves;
and are to be regarded in the
light that they are not clamping
down, nor depriving the girls of
their living rights.
After everyone had settled
down for the night, and a good
many were sleeping soundly, the
fire drill sounded about 12 o'clock,
and a mad rush for robes and
slippers ensued as the whole
Women's Hall trouped outside
into the night. "What an hour
for a fire drill!!!"

Santa Ana; Julius Lang, Taft;
Sam Smith, Redding; Toshio Kaneda, Stockton; Skipper Yee,
Stockton.
Second Tenors: Rodney Bran
son, Oakland; Olinto Ricci, Day
ton, Nevada; Richard Briggs, Mar
tinez; Paul Berger, Chico; Wes
ley Nichols, Lathrop; Harry Ham
FAR INVITATIONS
This is the twenty-fifth season mer, Richmond.
of this organization, and music LOW-VOICED BRIGADE
Baritones: Tom Rickard, Neva
Finishing touches have been
lovers appear anxious to hear
this group of people perform. Al da City; Earnest Farmer Upland; put on the tax bill to raise de
ready invitations have been re Eugene Lance"v\ Stockton; Ralph fense funds. It's on the up-andceived requesting appearances in Douglas, Orland; Henry .Fujii, up and up-and-up.
Oakland, Dixon, Napa, Stanford Berkeley; Milton Ira'oer, Santa
University and other points in the Cruz; Donald Spindler, Westwood.
Bassos: Felton Fletcher, Edlower San Joaquin Valley.
Those who obtained positions mond, Okla.; Lester Grant, Oak Ilf you want a jobland; Forrest Ronnold, Stockton; | Secretarial
in the choir are as follows:
George Hyde, Santa Ana; Charles | Civil Service
First sopranos: Katherine Kui- Mokiao, Honolulu.
1 Higher Accountancy 1
vala, El Cerrito; Gloria Kimber,
(Free employment service.|
Modesto; Lucille Rowe, Madera;
Dorothy Braghetta, Stockton; Campus Leaders
Barbara Stocker, Stockton; Alice
Saecker, Bakersfield; Nora Mae- To Enlighten
(Sinice 1896)
hara, Honolulu.
Second sopranos: Jean Stucky, Frosh Club
| School of Business
Sacramento; Marian Sill, Exeter;
B California at Weber
Katherine Malcolmmson,
Big
A humorous quiz program, led
Stockton
Creek; Betty Taylor, Santa Paula; by Bud Stefan, was patterned
Lois Johnson, Eureka; Gertrude after the fashion of Kay Kyser,
Louch, Sonora; Mildred Jackson, at the recent Frosh Club meet
Palo Alto.
ing. Tommy Hoshtyma directed
First Altos: Barbara Graham, the community singing, after
Oildale; Arline Spurgeon, Lodi; which refreshments were served.
Peggy Hurt, Berkeley; Ruth West
Next week a panel discussion
Stockton; Harriet Gray, Capay; on how a freshman can get into
Margaret Fitzgerald, Stockton.
student activities and what he
Second Altos: Marge Lee, Je will receive from them will be
rome, Idaho; Lorraine Miles, Was discussed. Leaders from such
co; Kathleen Secara, Chowchilla;
Vivian Bradley, Modesto; Lois activities as PSA, debate, jour
Meeske, Lodi; June Hanscom, nalism, dramatics, music, and
the SCA will present their ideas.
Portland, Ore.
First Tenors: Horace Evans,

| Humphrey's

VALLEY
FLORAL CO.
"DISTINCTIVE
CORSAGES"
109 N. Sutter
Phone 4-4613

a
few qualifications: One must be
between the ages of 16 and 25,
be an American citizen, have a
good scholastic record, and must
Many students find, upon enter be carrying at least a 12-unit pro
ing college, that life is no longer gram.
peaches and cream as it had been DECREASE
in dear old high school. And so,
Although there has been a 20%
for the student who believes that decrease in N. Y. A. allotments
an education is worth working this year, this does not mean
for, there is a branch of service
on the campus designed to help that jobs are scarce. Nearly ev
him meet his employment needs. ery student having need for a
job has been provided one by the
FENIX WORKS
employment office.
Professor Robert Fenix, as oc
In addition, Prof. Fenix states
cupational counselor for the Ju that there are more opportuni
nior College, is interested, not ties than ever before for stud
only in finding part-time jobs for ents seeking employment. The ef
students, but also in guiding them forts of this office, however, are
toward a definite objective; that not confined to the student alone;
is, every job is designed to give many of the alumni of the col
practical experience to the stud lege have been placed in full-time
ent in his selected vocation.
permanent positions.
As the number of jobs are lim
These jobs are obtained, either
through the National Youth Ad ited, students in need of employ
ministration, which is limited, or ment are requested to see Mr. Fe
through private concerns. For nix immediately in the junior col
those interested in an N. Y. A. lege registrar's office.

Professor Fenix Handles
N. Y. A. and Other Work

Let's Meet At

1m o R
D

MM

3216 Pacific

Fountain Service
WBKBMBBBKP

HERE'S

Class Goes to
French Play

SPORTSWEAR
-WITH A PURPOSE
and its purpose is to keep you looking smooth,
well-groomed, completely casual through
long campus days of class-work and play.
Here are suits, skirts, sweaters and shirts to
mix or match, clever gay pieces unusually
styled to make school just that much fun!

A visit to a French theater in
San Francisco to see the play Les
Plaideurs, will be made by five
members of the 17th century
French literature class on Satur
day, September 20.
Professor M. Ruth Smith, in
charge of the class, will motor
down and will have with her Willa McDonald, Marie Canlis, Tom
Westcoat, Curtis Marchant and
Beth Marriott.

DASHING SUITS

16.95to22.95

TAILORED SKIRTS

3.95to 12.95

SOFTIE SWEATERS

2.95 to 12.95

BOYISH SHIRTS

1.95to 6.95

Buy your entire school wardrobe at
the Wonder. Pay on our easy bud
get plan.
'r\ ^

THE UJ0I1DER

4

ik

MO Em* M«n St***

The Logical Candidate

TOM BOWE
for

JUNIOR GLASS PRESIDENT
• Active

• Qualified

• Experienced

STOCKTON
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SOCIETY
BETTY MORRISON, Editor

Come On
Gang!
Watermelons

Rhizomia will soon present its
annual watermelon feed. In fact
it is to be next Monday night
at 8:30. Two and one-half tons
of watermelons have been puchased, enough to make StepFourteen pledges were busy at and-Fetchit really step. This is
Alpha Theta Tau Monday and the eighty-second watermelon
Tuesday answering questions feed to be given by Rhizomia,
fired at them by their sorority and dated way back to our grandsisters. The day of reckoning pappy, his raccoon coat, and his
twenty-three skiddoo.
had come!!!
Time was when this feed was
Jane Abbott, Aimee Arbios,
Scott Beatie, Betty Carter, Betty a project that demanded much
Cattori, Jane de Wood, Joan de effort, for the founders had to
Martini, Barbara Morrison, Mary steal the watermelons due to the
Lou Nunan, Marjorie Patmon, embarrassing financial standing
Corinne Single, Barbara Sullivan, of the new organization.
Barbara Sutliff, and Jane Thresh
Those who have been on the
er are the pledges, and they are campus and have participated in
now looking forward to their the feed will not soon forget it.
formal initiation which is sched It is for all men students, new
uled for Thursday, September 25. or old, and is an excellent chance
for them to get acquainted. Later,
A southern minister got a di it is remembered, the fraternity
vorce after one year. His mar visits the various living quarters
riage was just a clerical mis and serenade the girls with a
few rip-roaring songs, and leave
take.

ALPHA THETE
WHEREVER
INTRODUCES
EYE
MRS. TURNER
MAY
ROAM
My roving spirit at the dance
saw:
Jane de Wood and Herm Sapiro.
Clint Ward and Betty Cattori.
That cute little freshman Dor
is Wood and Louie Coward.
Devoted Chuck Capps and Sonja Howard.
Bill Biddick and Leslie Knoles,
just like old times.
Beverly Crofton and Dub Smallwood still spatting.
Lois Bugbee and Bob Raven.
Allen Breed still a squire for
Margie MacDonald.
Jolyn Bergeron and Bill Hunefeld.
Beverly Gardner and Wes Mil
ler.
We are glad to see Professor
Nicholas back again. I think he
is kind of cute, don't you?
Future heart throb of C. O. P.
is Dr. McCall's little son seen in
front of the dining hall in romp
ers . . . We like Mrs. Seagrave's
sleek new hair do . . . Good to see
Dr. Harris' familiar face again
after a long illness . . . Pop Gor
don s popularity is proved again
by his full classes.
Tell me, what have the Annex
girls got to be so snooty about?
Claire Moody seen around the
campus in Joe Wineroth's car . .
Threats are being made by Vir
ginia Newman to try a Veronica
Lake hair do. It seems she is
playing second fiddle to an air
plane . . . We nominate for the
best Joe of them all A1 Irwin . .
and then that pretty car of Jimmy
Watson's, new football import, is
being monopolized by Dorothy
Friz . . . We close with the hope
that a peace treaty will soon be
signed by the rebels of Women's
Hall.
Marriages have reached a new
high in percentage this year for
three good reasons: Chiefly, the
defense, because employment
and wages are better, and be
cause the children out of the 1920
marriages (which was an excel
lent year for marriages) have
grown up and are now marrying.

PSA Card Sales
Reach 930
The goal this year for PSA
card sales has been set at 1100,
and to date sales have reached
930 to 950, according to an ExCommittee report.
Gene Harter, chairman of stu
dent worp, presented at the meet
ing student applications for work
ing off PSA cards. Thirty ap
plications were accepted.
behind watermelons as remem
brances.
Tom Bowe is the chairman this
year, and he wiU be ably assisted
by Gene Harter, Ed Denny, Harry
Tavoni, and Wilfred Traphagen.
If you miss this occasion, don't
say we didn't warn you!

A75

It must be a RAF-IELD! If you buy
just one new tai
lored hat each sea
son, be sure it's a
Raffield!
Rafields
are quality hats a t
modest prices. Su
perbly styled,
in
luxurious fur felt,
each Rafield hat is
identified as au
thentic
b y
t h e
beautiful
c r e s t
woven into the fine
inner
band. And
Rafields are in- ac
curate men's headsizes, for perfect,
comfort-fit.

Bonita

Operated by

Zephers
Slip-ons .

$1.99

Cardigans

$2.99

The Collegiate Place to Go

IRACE DICKMAN
SOPHOMORE SECRETARY

Our Choice—And Yours

PETE BURD

1 JERRY BRYAN
|

Exclusively K&M's

Katten € Marengo Inc.

—Associated Women's Students
—Employing Student Help

"Where You Meet Everybody
£

Sport Shop

Slipons
$2.99
Sloppy Slip-ons. . $3.99
Cardigans
$4.50

THE CUB HOUSE

ERECT—

kaitcn t Mareiujo to.

Shetlands

FOR REFRESHMENTS
ON THE CAMPUS

425 K. Main St.

Sophomore
Vice-President

RAFIELO

HEADQUARTERS

JEWELERS

For

New

for friendship

Chas. Haas & Sons

KAYE
WOODALL

Your Smooth

Silver Hearts
bracelets

Popular

JUNIOR TREASURER

|

SOPHOMORE TREASURER
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Wide Open 1
Spaces for
Omega Phi
Amid the surroundings of one
of man and nature's most beau
tiful recreational centers, Omega
Phi Alpha fraternity had their
first outing of the fall semester
at the William Snow ranch as
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Will
iam Orvis last Sunday afternoon.
Swimming, ping pong and
other mid-afternoon sports were
enjoyed by the guests through
out the course of the afternoon.
As the sun started to sink below
the horizon a late summer feast
Was held which would have de
lighted the heart of even the
late "Fatty" Arbuckle.
Seventy-five steaks taken from
a huge deer were cooked in typ
ical outdoor fashion combined
with Spanish delicacies of the
most choice order. Coffee, hot
bread, and pastries followed with
twenty-five watermelons as the
final course of a meal which
would be welcomed by a king.
Further recreational activities
were enjoyed following dinner
with the affair culminating at
8:30. Approximately 60 brothers
were in attendance at what will
probably be the last outdoor
function of the group until the
dawn of next spring.

Tau Kappa
Enjoys Ice
Cream Special
Alumni, parents, and auxiliary
members of Tau Kappa Kappa
will eat and mingle Sunday after
noon at Tau Kappa's annual ice
cream social to be held from 3
to 5 p. m.
Guests will eat, drink, and be
merry 'mid the setting of «a fall
color scheme of orange, yellow,
and brown. During the course
of the afternoon, members of the
house will present a musical pro
gram.
Ethel Stark, general chairman
of the social has the following
committees: Decorations, Margo
Mclntyre, Julia Borba, and Claire
Sandrock; food, Claire Wilking,
Grace Dickman, and Rosemary
Strader; entertainment, Alfaretta
Bryson; and clean-up, Joyce
Boege, Doris Wudell, and Armgard Heiman.

Groceries
Poultry
Vegetables
Fruits
Meats

Gaia-Delucclii

American and Channel

Whitton Hall
Headed By
C. O.P. Junior

Tom Mitchell
Presides At
Men's Dorm

Bettie Throssel, a COP junior,
was elected house president of
Whitton Hall at the first house
meeting, held on Monday, Sep
tember 15. At this same meet
ing Wilma-lu Cawley was elected
to serve in the capacity of vice
president-secretary, and Winnie
Haines as treasurer and fine col
lector.
Whitton Hall, located on Eu
clid Avenue, which is the largest
off-campus living group of the
college, houses eight reshmen,
one sophomore, and one junior,
all of whom are under the direc
tion of house-mother, Mrs Claire
Whitton.

Surprise
Birthday Party
At TKK
The strains of "Happy birth
day to You" echoed at Tau Kappa
Kappa Monday evening in cele
bration of the nineteenth birth
day anniversary of Miss Grace
Dickman.
In honor of the surprise oc
casion Mrs. Charles Dickman,
mother of the honoree, supplied
a fried chicken dinner, birthday
cake, a colorful centerpiece of
flowers, and corsages of house
colors for all those attending.

Class Elections

(Continued from page 1)

Holden, Bud Steffan and Art
Only two men from the sopho
more class are seeking the office
of president—Joe Law, Rhizomia,
and Martin Locke, Omega Phi.
However, on the vice-presidential
list there appear the names of
five women—June Steege, Aimee
Arbios, Beth Winter, Lynn Warn
er, and Kay Woodall. Seeking
the office of sophomore secre
tary are Jolyn Bergeron, Mildred
Eachus, Barbara Sullivan, and
Grace Dickman.
Blair Smith,
Pete Burd, and Jon Jackson are
out to handle sophomore money
this year.
From the freshman class came
e n t h u s i astic 1-2-3 nominations
with PSA president, Bob Monaga,
presiding.
Bob Atkinson and
Keith Lamoine are candidates for
president. Atkinson hails from
Palo Alto while Lamoine is a
Stockton High graduate.
Dolores Perry of Women's Hall
and Georgia Peterson of the Pa
cific Co-op are in the run for
vice president. Alice Brownlee,
Women's Hall, received no oppo
sition for the office of secretary.
George Simmons and Daren
McGavren were nominated for
treasurer of the freshmen's funds.
Validated PSA cards will be
necessary to take part in the
elections—either as a voter or a
candidate.

Making History
Is First
Forum Topic

Alaska Journey
Details
Entertain Club

Miss Lorraine Knoles commenc
ed yesterday the first of a series
of her discussions based on the
Roosevelt-Churchill eight points,
which recently made new world
history.
Her topic was "Self Determina
tion of Nations," and was spon
sored by the Public Affairs For
um. All meetings are to be held
ir. the S. C. A. building.
The committee in charge is
composed of Francis Mackey,
chairman; Pallo Defteros, Allan
Short, Dolora Gallagher, Jackie
Judge and Ann Rhodes.

An account of her recent trip
to Alaska was given by Mrs.
Charles Gulick at the opening
meeting of the Zetagathean club
last Tuesday night
Guests at the meeting were the
members of the Alumnae club
and members of the Mother's
club.
Wanda German presided over
the meeting; Dorothy Braghetta
was program chairman.
The next meeting will be held
October 2. The members will then
be entertained by Miss Martha
Pierce who will give a dramatic
reading.

In a recent meeting held by
the seventy-eight active members
of Men's Hall, stocky Tom Mit
chell was unanimously elected
president of the men's dorm, and
Russ Agnew, vice president.
No information has been learn
ed as yet regarding social plans
for the oncoming year, however,
Tom and Russ are working on
several possibilities.
The opening of this season
finds over 50 frosh in Men's Hall,
the remaining 20 being sopho
mores and upper c'assmen. Mrs.
Jackson has a packed house with
It is still possible to register
plenty of good men to help her
Dillon Beach is being consid
for the course on Marriage and
keep the roof on.
Family Relations, Psychology 2B, ered by the science department
conducted by Dr. Ralph Eckert as the scene of a field trip for
Tuesdays and Thursdays from the combined zoology, geology,
1:30 to 2:45. Although it was not and nature study classes on Oc
specifically so designated in the tober 4 and 5.
time schedule, the class is being
held this semester. Three units
BIT ADVERTISED GOODS
Pacific Weekly advertisers help
are given for the course. There is support
student activities—support
no prerequisite.
our advertisers.
Miss Watson, dean of women,
spoke Monday evening to the girls
living in Manor Hall about the
privilege and obligation of living
in a campus house and told gen
eral regulations. This was the
first meeting called by Constance
Slater, newly elected president of
Contractors, Builders, and
the house.
Other officers elected at a house
Superintendents of
meeting Thursday evening were
Construction
Lynn Riley, vice-president; Doris
Johnson, secretary-treasurer; Bar
SOO First National Bank Building
Phone ©-*017
bara Thomas, historian; Eliza
beth Meikle, senior representa
Stockton, Calif.
tive; Meryl Ann German, junior
representative; Kathleen Secara,
sophomore representative; and
Lelia Ruggeri, freshman repre
sentative.

MARITAL CLASS
Dillon Beach
AVAILABLLE

DEAN WATSON
ADDRESSES
MANOR GIRLS

SHEPHERD & GREEN

Annex Elects
Gladys Cowan
For Prexy
At a meeting of the Women's
Annex on Wednesday night, un
der the auspices of Mrs. Neville,
house mother, the following girls
were chosen officers: President,
Gladys Cowan;
vice-president
and secretary, June Kuimelias;
treasurer, Claire Moody; and the
counselors are listed be1ow: Ju
nior, Barbara Onyett; sopho
more, Georgena Wood; and fresh
man, Inga Friedman.
Plans were discussed for a tea
and informal dance to be given
in the near future.

For —

JUNIOR SECRETARY
Let's Vote for

Phyllis Dodge
YOST BROS.

•irru srorte. ««»«£«•

Figures Delay
Complete figures on both Ju
nior College and College of Pa
cific registration have not as yet
been completed. The delay is
mainly due to late registration
of many students.

and the following College of Pacific Students who
have worked at Yost Bros, wish you

AMOS ALONZO STAGG
«

Many More Years of
Success, Health and Happiness

Elect—

Kay
O'Connor
JUNE STEEGE
for

Vice-President of
Sophomore Class

SENIOR SECRETARY

Jack Blinn
Jack Burnett
Douglas Campbell
Bamie Corrigan
Gene Corrigan
Charles Crabtree
Alfred Codiga
Forrest Darby
Harold Dickey
Dick Donnelly
Marvin Genetti
Charles Gagnon
Don Mills
Don McKinley
Robert Olson
Dick Patriquin

Walter Pickering
Earnest Q. Reed
June Roberts
Clarence Royse
Howard Rabb
Dick Rogers
Stanley Rutherford
Louis Sandine
Herman Sapiro
Jim Schnabel
Barry Stephens
Carl Truex
Robert Wentz
Louis Wentzel
Errol Williams
Bennett Yost

Y<NXR BROS.

320 E. Main '

Virrf-C STOK£

Stockton
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years drum major. The band
was in the parade Wednesday
evening, but with alterations
the uniforms, we shall have
wait to see that additional color
on the evening of the Hawaii
game. "Pop" has organized the
band unit this year in fine style,
and it promises to offer real
color at the games in marching
formation as well as solid sup
port to words to "Hungry Tig
ers" and the songs. Do you all
know the "Get the Old Cheers
Ringing?" In case you have for
gotten any, just borrow a "Frosh
Bible."

PACIFIC
MUSIC
NOTES
By BILL RAMSEY

PACIFIC MUSIC
Conservatory men — Don't fprget that you are invited to be
the guests of Phi Mu Alpha in a
picnic at Louis Park tomorrow
afternoon. Be sure to sign the
notice on the bulletin board in
the Conservatory and be on hand
Saturday afternoon at 2 oclock.
Taking part in the Thursday
A good time is promised, so
assembly was the talented pian
dont miss it.
ist Marian Sill. With the able
The first chapel service of the assistance of Dean Elliott, she
week found the Conservatory played the first movement of
faculty and students again tak the popular and colorful Tschaiing their place to make this kovsky Piano Concerto. It is
service one of beauty and in gratifying to see that even the
spiration. Professor Bacon opened "jazz hounds" sat up and took
with the chimes, which can be notice. After all, they do bor
heard over the entire campus, row some of these beautiful
welcoming the faculty and stu m e l o d i e s . R e m e m b e r " O u r
dents. Professor Welton made a Love," "The Lamps Are Low,'
contribution with a vocal selec and "Intermezzo" are all bor
tion, and Eugene Lancelle offered rowed from the classics.
a trumpet selection. In another
week the A Cappella Choir will
The Stockton Symphony start
be ready to open and close the ed rehearshing on Monday eve
service with choral responses,
as well as singing special num ning or the opening concert to
bers. Make your Tuesday morn be given on October 27. As usual,
ing profitably by attending this many students will take their
respective places in this organiza
inspirational service.
tion which embarks on its fif
Pete Pinkerton is in there teenth season under the leader
leading the bandsmen as this ship of Manlio Silva.

ARROW
DOUBLER

Students disagreeing with any
thing in this column, or in the
entire paper, are invited to sub
mit contributions to Tiger Rag.
Names must be signed to arti
cles, but will be withheld on
request.

ASSEMBLIES

"Can college students be treat
ed as adults?" was a question that
the college administration was se
riously asking itself toward the
end of the school year last spring.
DISCOURTESY
This question had arisen be
cause of the discourteous conduct
of a large proportion of this col
lege assembly in walking out in
the middle of one speaker's per
formance, and extreme noisiness
on numrous other occasions when
outside speakers were on the plat
form. Action contemplated at that
time was either to establish some
form of the old high school moni
tor system or to have Mr. Corson
on the stage picking out the of
fenders.
As this school year begins, the
student body is on probation for
its conduct in assemblies. The
word from the administration is
that discourteous behavior will
not be tolerated and that effective
measures will be taken to deal
with those that do not conform.
CITIZENSHIP
However, aside from the threat
of drastic administrative action,
it is tc the personal advantage of
each individual to be a good citi
zen in assemblies. For it is only
logical t^at if one wants others
to be quiet when there is a pro
gram in which he is interested,
each must reciprocate and refrain
from talking when there is a pro
gram that does not interest.
It is obvious that eevryone's in
terests are to have orderly assem
blies. Each individual must co
operate upon some occasions by
respecting the interests and rights
of others.
This is expected of adults. Are
we adults?
CLAUDE HOGAN,
Chairman Student Af
fairs Committee.

DITTO
The Two in One Shirt

About a year ago we heard
cries of "Now is the time for all
good men to come to the aidof
their party." This year Pacific

students are to hear that state
ment in a revised form, for now
is the time for all loyal Pacificites to come to the aid cf the alma
mater.
Of late there have been num
erous complaints about the con
duct of students in assembly.
Probably without realizing the
criticism which the entire school
will receive for individual lack
of attention, we have gone on
talking and entertaining our
friends while others are trying to
speak.
No less a problem is the famed
"ten o'clock scholar," who invar
iably arrives late. Climing over
everyone while getting to his
seat, he succeeds in stepping on
our white shoes, which we've just
cleaned for the first time in two
weeks.
This year the assembly commit
tee has planned an especially in
teresting and entertaining series
of programs for us. So, how about
it, gang? Let's cooperate and
make Pacific assemblies enviable
affairs!

NEWSY'S
BARBECUE
•••

Comments printed as Tiger
Rags are printed as the com
ment of specific students, and
do not necessarily conform to
the views of the editors.

"WHEN LADIES MEET"

We Never Close
•

•

•

FOUNTAIN
CURB SERVICE

SUNDAY
Joan Crawford—Robert Taylor
Greer Garson—Herbert Marshall
and

"DR. KILDARE'S
WEDDING DAY"

COLOR BLIND
TEST TODAY

Aeronautics majors are
asked to report to Miss
Gladys Bernerd's office in
the gymnasium for a color
blind test sometime between
I and 4 o'clock this aternoon. This test is open to
all interested students.

Elect

DOLORES
PERRY
Freshman
Vice-President

WENDY HILLER

tu-jjarrinsi
•>.-* \ti:d KjjR! KT MnRM Y
h i i . r r \ ! '.V 1 o x

KI-Y j!Af!k!-0\
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jiiu. I
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Indoors
At last, here's a double duty shirt that
serves you equally well as a sports
shirt or as a regular shirt. The trick is
in the low-band, long-pointed convert
ible Arrow Collar.
The Doubler Shirt has two buttonthru pockets and a French seam front. The fabric is
oxford or twill flannel . . . both durable and Sanforized-Shrunk (shrinkage less than 1%). You'll
have practically two comfortable and smart shirts for
the price of one. In white and solid colors.
Buy this utilitarian value today!

BENGAL
ROOTERS!
Get Your Pacific

WINDSHIELD STICKERS
BRSV5 & MSKIISAM
•for men _ for boys

113-317

EAST

MAIN STREET

Experienced

For Junior Glass Treasurer

BUD STEFAN

MILDRED
EACHUS
For

"Grown the Clown"

SOPHOMORE
SECRETARY

LYNN WARNER
Campus Choice
for

SOPHOMORE
VICE-PRESIDENT
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Ex-Dean Honored
By Epsilon

President Eloise Smith and
housemother, Mrs. Graham, acted
as hostesses, and all of the mem
bers of the house were present.
Following the dinner the mem
bers adjourned to the formal re
ception given by Dr. and Mrs.
Knoles.

Mrs. Robert Fenix was honored
at Epsilon last night, September
18, at a formal dinner. Many of
the upper classmen remember her
as the smiling Miss Berg, who
served as dean of women two
East is East, West is West, and
years ago. During this time she
never
the twain shall meet. For
made many friends on the cam
pus through her liberalism and if they did, there would be a
twain wreck."
understanding.
ICE
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT
LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

YOLLAND ICE
& FUEL CO.
INCORPORATED

Telephone 6-6966
Stockton, California
Office:
830 S. California

The Arrow Shirt
With the Dual
Personality

•THE TouW)QWN
ARTIST .

T-HE

COACH

KlNCr. FOOTBALL lS ON THE
MARCH A6AVN WITH ALL IT»
COLOR + EXClT£M6HT|Arrow Doubler—a buttoned-up
shirt one minute and an
•becked sport shirt the next.

4

trick is in the ingenious concollar that is worn equally
ej|gv^h or without a tie.
~TW&

TH& OPPONEKT5

^ENGH

GEO, AttlMcrrO

««
TWO SHIRTS
IN O N E A r r o w ' s DOUBLER

|NVENTED at last—a realty
convertible shirt! Arrow
Doublet is perfectly smart
*>th a tie! And presto—with
out a tie it becomes a perfect
ly handsome sports shirt!
Fine Sanforized-Shrunk sumbaer fabrics (shrinkage less
than 1%!) ... whites, colors,
and patterns. Get Doubler to^®y- $2.23, up.

FOR

Alpha Theta Tau will honor its
new house mother, Mrs. A. H.
Turner, a former resident of Palo
Alto, at a tea, Sunday afternoon,
September 21.
Guests will be greeted at the
door from 4 till 6 by Virginia
Spencer, and then introduced to
Betty Behney, president of the
sorority, Mrs. Turner, and Bar
bara MacKenzie, vice president.
Mrs. John Crabbe and Mrs. W.
T. Auld, alumnae of Alpha Theta
Tau, will preside at the tea table.
The arrangements have been
made by Alice Boyer, social chair
man for the year.
C. O. P. students who have not
had their pictures taken may find
the hours in which they may do
so on the bulletin board in the
Administration Building.

WEST

FOR

WEST

Active!

JUNIOR
CLASS
PRESIDENT

For Sophomore Vice Prexy

Weldon West

THRELFALLS

>»-

Alpha Thete
Pledg es Put
Through Paces

Doubler comes in all sizes, made of oxf ord, voile, or twill flannelin white and
solid colors. Double your wardrobe
with Doubler today!

ARROW

SHIRTS•

Lockers in the south end of the
gymnasium are now available for
rental for the sum of 50 cents.
Applicants' requests are made at
the physical education office.

BETH WINTER
Member of the Bally Committee
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Buelah Ong Heads
Chapel Group

Tiger Tracks

Jaysees Get Set
For San Berdoo

The chapel is having its first
service of the fall semester next
Tuesday at 10:45. This year the
committee is experimenting with
different forms of worship in the
way of dramatics and art. Mem
bers of different faiths, students,
and business men will be the
speakers.
The committee for the coming
year is under the guidance of
The Larry Siemering-coached Tiger Cubs spent last
Chairman Beulah Ong, Chad week in violent scrimmages and dazing contact work,
Pond, Kay Kaneda, Doris John preparing squad members for actual game conditions
son, Dorothy Law, May Weigart,
and smoothing out offensive maneuvers in the backGeorge Brandon.
field. With the San Bernardino Jaysee opener only one
week away,
VVCVA
*»J y Seimering was
' • — facetf*
with the necessity of picking out Ogasawara, and Martin Locke.
the men that he will use next
Last Tuesday's scrimmage
Friday night.
with the varsity showed that,
although shaky in offensive
A buffet dinner was given by WEIGHT, POWER
Miss Lorraine Knoles, president,
The young coach, apparently blocking, the line was unex
for the Board of Directors of the working for more weight in the pectedly quick to learn and
San Joaquin Branch of the Amer backfield, has benched Bob Ward succeeded after a time to com
ican Association of University and Jack Prowse, both members pletely smother the highlyWomen. Twenty-seven guests of last year's pony backfield. touted Stagg deception.
for the Board of Directors off the
Seimering has entirely replaced SAN BERDOO
home.
these two light fast backs with
Besides Mitchler, Ogasawara,
bigger, heavier men.
and Locke, George Dadasavich,
Parents of college youths
The backfield seeing the most
would better put more emphasis action in Tuesday's scrimmage end from Manteca and former
on the atmosphere of a college against the varsity had Hal protege of Seimering at Manteca
and a little less on its cirriculum. Grahlmau in the tailback, with High, should be outstanding both
offensively and defenrifely.
Johnny Orsi on the wing, Ed
Barring unexpected Injuries,
Tott at full, and John Brusa
it is thought that the Jaysee
np against the line in block
squad will be in fine condition
Let*s Elect
ing back position.
for the coming intersectional
FORWARD WALL
contest with the always strong
Popular
This quartet will cavort be San Bernardino Panthers.
hind an almost entirely new line. WIN AGAIN
It is hoped that the new forward
Efficient
The game with San Berdoo is
wall makes up in weight and the second in a yearly home-andspirit what it lacks in experience. home series between the two in
From end to end the line con stitutions. The first of these
tains only three hold-overs from games was played last year in
last year, Kay Mitchler, Keichi the railroad town and was won
by the locals 6-0.

First Game Finds Cubs
Still With Rough Edges

Teacher Gives
Buffet Dinner

TOM
FERRARI
SENIOR GLASS TREASURER

Help Wanted

The Student Affairs Committee
is trying to obtain addresses of
all former students and gradu
ates who have been drafted or
are in the army or navy. Infor
mation of this type may be left
at the information office in care
of Jane Grey.
BUY ADVERTISED GOODS
Pacific Weekly advertisers help
support student activities—support
our advertisers.

Qualified

AUGE BROWNLEE

•THIS YEAR'S Tiger Cubs have
|
By JACK TOOMAY
good following, people who are
WE WOULD like to be demon still holding their hats from last
strative about the coming gala year's whirlwind, people who ar®
presentation of the College of getting ready for another whirt
Pacific football team: "Varsity wind this year. They're all set
Varieties." We guarantee that you for a wind; we hope they get it
will float out of the auditorium good and plenty.
after the show suffused with the
red glow of rapture, your eyes
glittering with delight, your soul WE NEVER knew until last
swelling with radiant content Tuesday that Tarzan Brown was
ment. "Varsity Varieties" has ev a triple-threater; we always had
erything: music, humor, drama, thought he was limited to mail,
tragedy, and girts. Cute girls, carrying. But when the Tigers
sweet girls, short girls, tall girls. took on the Cubs last Tuesday
afternoon we watched Brown
But girls.
commit a few specific actions
which constituted his advance to
IT IS presented to prove to every the big-time and multiplied his
one that football players are reg value as a football man tenfold.
ular human beings, that their Brown took the ball from center,
journey through college is no free
ride, no bed of fragrant roses. faded slightly to his left, and
They want to prove that they can tossed a perfect forty-yard touch
pass to Clare Slaughter who j
shift for themselves, that just be down
cause they want traveling jack was racing straight downfield.
ets doesn't mean they're going to
beg the school or the Chamber UNCLE SAM, sad to say, will
of Commerce for them. What they snatch Willis Boyarsky most any
are trying to say as best they minute now. Some have wondercan is, "We need our town be ed why he wasn't gotten before.
hind us and we're ready to show He's an outstanding man in ath
them that we are worth getting letics and has an A-l rating for
behind." They've made it very the army. The army will be hap
straight and simple. All you have py to get him; the school will be
to do is step on the wagon and sorry to lose him. The army will
gloat over him. They'll say:
away you go . . .
NOBODY EVER talks about WHAT A man for night patrols.
Douglas Dashiell anymore. It
seems a pity, because he had
BUY ADVERTISED GOODS
some fine theories about football
Pacific Weekly advertisers help
which worked pretty well. He support student activities—support
said; "Give me a strong line and our advertisers.
a fast backfield, give me heavy
solid men in the line and light
clever men in the backfield, and
FORTY-NINE DRUG CO.
I'll sacrifice weight, power and
Main
& El Dorado. Ph. 2-4893|
individuality in my backs to get
2-5143
speed, precision, and touchdowns. Poplar & Yosemtte. Ph.
Give me a quartet of breakaway I Everything- to he found in
First-class Pharmacy
boys and get ready to hold your
hats."

MEET THE GANG
—AT—

BOBB

INN

FOUNTAIN . . . CURB SERVICE
ON EL DORAIX)

DON JACKSON
Is the Man

For Sophomore Glass President;

Martin Locke
"Safeguard Your Glass With Locke"

For

for

TREASUURER

Freshman Secretary

of the

SOPHOMORE GLASS
JUNIOR CLASS TREASURER
Elect

Fred Holden
For Money Matter*

Popular

JACKIE EASBY

'» JUNIOR VICE-PRESIDENT
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TIGER NEWCOMERS
STRENGTHEN TEAM

Itengal
JACK TOOMAY, Editor

SCHEDULES
FOR MURAL
CONTESTS
Tennis, Volleyball
To Get Under Way
Intramural sports are under
way, and in the ollowing sched
ule you will find when and where
they will take place. Earl "Stone
wall" Jackson and Chris Kjeldsen are the Dig-wigs of 1941's
minor sporting program, so they
are the men to see. If you find
yourself with "time on your
hands," then enter into the spirit
of things and join Pacific's rap
idly growing intramural sports
program.

ORGANIZATION
Timpe of competition is at 4:30.
Two put of three sets decides
match. A team is composed of
four different men—one doubles
match and two singles.
Next week's tennis schedule is
as follows:
Omega Phi-Bye
Sept. 22 — West
Town-Rhizomia.
Sept. 23—Dorm-Manor.

Sept. 24—Arch-East Town.
Sept. 23—Omega Phi-West
Town.
The time o competition is 4:30
sharp. Six men constitute a
team. Game counts 15 points;
two out of three games decide
the match. Games played in
gym.
Next week's schedule for vol
ley ball follows:
Sept. 22 — Archania-East
Town, Manor-Dorm, RhizomiaBye, West Town-Omega Phi.
Sept. 24 — Archania-Manor,
East Town-Dorm, RhizomiaWest Town, Omega Phi-Bye.
CHAMPIONSHIPS
Points are scored as follows and
count toward the year's cham
pionship:
Tennis—Entering a team and
completing schedule, 25 points;
points per match, 2 in doubles
and 1 each in singles, 5 points;
points for sport champion
ship, 10.
Volley ball—Entering a team
and completing schedule, 2p
points; points per match, 2 in
doubles and 1 each in singles, 5;
points or sport championship, 15.
Each organization should ap
point a manager and organize
teams at once. Intramurals are
under the direction of E R.
Jackson and C. Kjeldsen. Either
one will be glad to answer any
questions.

Numerous Lower Division
Men Aid "Grand Old Man"
•

TRANSFERS

FOR THOSE DELICIOUS
MALTS

it s BLEWETT'S
Ice Cream Made Fresh Daily!
!-2830

All Flavors

wmm
2017 Pacific

TR Y THE—

SIBLEY E. BUSH

CWKESS

2302 Pacific Avenue

W1XW6N

SMILING SHELL
SERVICE

CHINESE, AMERICAN
LUNCHES — DINNERS
"The Taste Will Tell"
Ph. S-0461

2014 Pacific Ave.

ORDERS TO TAKE OUT

Football Schedules

5
SANDY'S

Sroo
$400
00
In Trade for "1 In Gash
HAVE YOU GOT YOUR SCRIPT BOOK YET?

BREAKFAST . . . DINNER
SCHOOL LUNCHES

By LEROY CHRISMAN
Six months ago the grid outlook
for the Pacific Tigers in '41 was
dire indeed. Half of the great line
and the whole first string backfield that had faced Notre Dame
was gone forever. Never again
would AI Irwin, "Rocky" Vaughan, Dave Gay, Harris Fine or
"Whitey" Jacobsen dig in their
cleats for a do or die stand; the
day was gone when "Powerhouse"
Dwayne Mears could always be
counted on to gain that extra
yard, Tommy Oleata would call
the strategic play, or Dale Halbert and Emit Seifert would al
ternate running the ends. To add
to the grief, many of the best
reserves had also graduated. It
just looked like a case of too
many holes to plug.
But happy to say, that was six
months ago. Things are looking
Delicious Custard Whip
up now. The leaks have been
plugged far above expectations,
HERRMANN'S
and the old boiler is ready to go
Freezer-Fresh Ice Cream
once again.
2043 Pacific Ave.
What's the big reason for such
an improved outlook? Just this.
J. C. TRANSFERS. These new
men are bidding high for every
position, and the old-timers on the
squad, yes, even last year's regu
lars, will really have to hustle
in order to keep their positions.
2103 Pacific Ave
Who are these new super-men?
Newcomers in the end department
consist of "Wild Bill" Hanson of
Reedley J. C. and Bob Lehman,
all-Central California end and
New Anklets, Ribbons,
captain of the '38 Reedley team.
Stamped Goods
Tackles are bolstered by the arri
SIMONHOFF'S
val of Don Huff, formerly of San
Mateo J. C., Charlie Hay, man2004 Pacific Ave.
eating tackle from Bakersfield J.
C., and Earle Klapstein, all-Con
ference center up from the Stock
GETYOUR HAIR CUT AT
ton J. C. Klapstein has been go
ing like a house afire at his new
BOB'S
position.
Numerous and promising are
BOB'S BARBER SHOP
the words for the new guards.
2008 PACIFIC AVE.
Without further ado we pre
sent Ed Spaulding, called by
Coach Doug. Dashiell, the best
guard to ever play for Stock
ton J. C., but by no means can
25c Plate Lunch
Spaulding be certain of a start
ing assignment, with such men
as Jim Watson, all-Conference
guard and captain of last year's
Yuba J. C. team and Laurence
"Corky" Collier, receiver of like
honors at Porterville J. C. hot
on his trail. Nor do former J. C.
Catering for Parties
players such as fiery Les Cook
Art Smith or Frank Bessac'
stand in any awe of those blaz
2034 Pacific Ave. Dial 2-9197
ing reputations.
This list of new linemen should

Ready for action against
the Hawaii Rainbows next
Wednesday night are these
two stellar Stockton Junior
College transfers: Center,
EARL KLAPSTEIN a n d
onback C H A R L E S MOKIAO. Klapsteln has been
moved tentatively to tackle
where he is excellent both
offensively and defensively.
Mokiao remains at his old
position of blocking hack.

FEATURING STUDENT LUNCHES

FRIEDBERGER'S

Featuring-

$5.50

TIGRESS COLOGNE
FOR THE PACIFIC CO-ED

MEAL

Phone 3-2472

Picking

FOR

$5.00

1603 PACIFIC

Permanents $2.50 Up

MARIE'S BEAUTY SHOP

DIAL 2-2680

JOHNNIE'S
MEAT MARKET
2026 PACIFIC AVENUE
(IN BLACK'S)

SANDY'S

1712 Pacific Ave.

TICKET

MRS. HOLMAN'S DONUT SHOP

3S9 East Main Street
JEWETjERS

Phone 8 8738
2321 Pacific Ave.

VALLEY PORT
CREAMERY

From Taps Till Reveille

IT'S

warm the faithful heart of any
Pacific rooter, but if anyone needs
further cheer, let him feast his
eyes upon the backfield newcom
ers. With Johnny Brown and John
ny Camica, formerly of the Cubs
in the triple-threat slot the new
theme song of the C. O. P. root
ing section will probably be "Oh
Johnny, How You Can Lug." If
you want to see beautiful block
ing and flawless defensive tech
nique set your eyes on Charlie
Mokiao, another ace up from the
Cubs. Leonard Brandon, transfer
from Reedley J. C. packs 160 lbs.
of dynamite at halfback. Add 30
pounds to this and you have an
idea of the plunging and line
backing ability of Gavin Mandery, star fullback from Yuba J.
C. There are several promising
late arrivals, such as Hal Wall
ing and a second Bill Hanson
about whom we have been un
able as yet to gather sufficient
information.
If these new men live up to
expectations the '41 Pacific
football team really has a
chance to go places. If they sur
pass expectations, look out you
Southern Methodist "Mustangs."

CandR
Super Service Station

PACIFIC AVENUE SHOPS

FROSTED
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Open Till 8 P. M. on
Saturday

'Where Price and Quality Meet'

PACIFIC BARBER SHOP

PHONE 2-7481

2322 Pacific Ave.

Winners?

JANE GREY
Senior Vice President

'I
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TIGER RIVALS
BEGIN TILTS

Basketball Outlook
For Varsity Good

For Sophomore Class Treasurer:

As the Tigers get ready for
their crucial, highly-publicized
opener with the Hawaii Rain,
bows, their later-season oppo.
nents are getting ready to open
their seasons as well.

Coach Francis Has All
First-string Men Returning

BLAIR SMITH
"Yen Can't Mitfc With Blair Smith"

For

SENIOR CLASS PRESIDENT
Vote for

Ken MastIn

SPARTANS O. K.
First rival to get underway
is San Jose State, perhaps the
most higfily-touted eleven on Pa.
cific's schedule. San Jose opens
its season tonight against strong,
always powerful Texas A&l,
Darrel Swagerty, former Stockton Junior College's end, is specified as certain to see action.

Though football increases its thunderous tempo and
excitement mounts all through Tigertown, though
screaming, rabid fans attend rally after rally, there are
a few persons with their feet still on the ground, who
though they attend rallys, watch with dreamy eyes and
think about winter and the Tigei^
oughly acquainted with the re
varsity basketball quintet.
They say that it will be a good markable system used by Coach TIGER RIVALS
year. They say that, and with Francis.
In the meantime Fresno
The veteran mentor intends
conviction.
State College is pointing toward
to start practice in the latter
•stlG GUNS
their opener with West Texas
Coach Ralph Francis thinks part of next month, having two
State. The Bulldogs, freshly
also that it will be a good year, practices a week, one devoted
adjourned from their summer
because he has his five best men to scrimmage and the other to
training camp, have the small
the
rudiments
of
the
Francis
returning, the whole first team
est squad in years. They have
that surprised everyone so much system.
beaten Pacific the past two
las+ year.
years but will be hard pressed
Besides the first string, he PSA Card Sales
to stretch their streak to three
has two more returning letterin a row, especially since the
men and several Jaysee trans
Headquarters of the PSA sale rejuvenation of the Staggfers. In fact he has lost from of student body cards has been coached Tigers.
last year's runners-up in the
conference only reserves Bob transferred to the offices of the AGGIES GOOD
The Cal Aggies look with con
Henning, Sherwood Norton, and comptroller.
Walt Kelly.
fidence upon their coming season
Henning was inducted into
A dreamer is a man who can for they boast the best team and
the army; the latter two gradu sit around reading travel folders the finest schedule in a number
ated.
of years.
after his vacation.
BIG TEAMS
With such a wealthh of fine
material even a season which
contains scheduled games with
Santa Clara, Stanford, University
of San Francisco, and St. Mary's
should be a success.
Besides these top-rank teams,
the Tigers take on Fresno State
twice, San Jose State twice,
Cal Aggies twice, and Chico
twice. And ten or more addi
tional teams will also be on the
list.
BIG HOPES
Francis intends to use the samesystem that catapulted the Tigers
into prominence last season. He
has the five first string men,
Bob Nikkei, Joe Johns, Bob Monagan, Clare Slaughter, and Kenny
Rogers to build his team around.
Most prospective squad members,
Harding and El Dorado Streets
even the transfers from the ju
nior colleges, are already thor

Keith LaMoine
FOR

FROSH PREXY

DE BONO'S DRIVE-INN

YOUR BEST BET

ALICE BOYER
for

For Senior Class President

JUNIOR VICE-PRESIDENT

BEN HAMM
"The Hamm What Am"

SOPHOMORES:

OAST A VOTE
For

ART SMITH
JR. CLASS TREASURER

LOIS BUGBEE
SENIOR VICE-PRESIDENT
"She's Capable"

VOTE YES
on these

SPECIALS:
AIMEE ARBOIS
Vice President

BARBARA SULLIVAf
Treasurer
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STAGG AT RALLY

Bengals Ready
Fo: Rainbows
Hawaii Has Slight
Edge in Coming Fest

With less than five days of practice before their
initial tussel with the University of Hawaii Rainbows
Coach A. A. Stagg, and his assistants are driving the
Bengalmen fast and furiously in several combinations
of plays, to confront the Islanders, when the two clubs
meet in the season opener, at*
Baxter Stadium, next Wednesday
night.
During the last week the Tigers
have concentrated on plays from
a single wing formation, aban
doning their usual wide-open
flanker style of p'ay, but early
practice indicates that Stagg's
flanker formation and p-dinger
maneuvers, with some surprise
variations, will again feature the
The picture above shows COACH AMOS ALONZO Tiger offensive strategy. The
STAGG as he traded quips with Prexy Bob Monagan prospective first string backs
Vern Warkentin, Johnnie Caat Wednesday's rally.
macia, "Dusty" Miller and Clint
Ward, showed plenty of stuff
in signal drill and in individual
punting and passing. Others who
showed up well during the week
in team and individual work,
were Dub Brown, James Bird and
Larry Collier.
SANTA ANAN
A severe blow was suffered
by the Staggmen early this week
when A. Klewer left school.
Klewer was an all-conference
man on the national champion
Lugging the
ball Is
Santa Ana Junior College eleven J O H N N Y
"TARZAN
last fall. Another jar to the BROWN, new triple threat
team was the injury received by tail back in Coach Alonzo
Les Cook, fiery lineman from Stagg's highly-touted backPlacer.
field. Brown was outstand
The game with the Tigers ing in recent scrimmages
will be the second encounter and will probably handle a
of the season for the Luke good part of the Tiger of
Gill-men who meet the Uni f e n s i v e n e x t W e d n e s d a y
versity of Portland in the Rose against the Hawaii Rain
City tomorrow. This will give bows.
the Islanders somewhat of an
edge over the Pacific eleven,
as they have yet to polish their
claws on legitimate competi
tion. During the past week
two one-hour scrimmage games
were held with the Cubs, the
first ending in a 6-0 score for
The College of Pacific Ski
the varsity, and the last in a Club will hold its first meeting
14-0 victory Claire Slaughter of the season, next Monday eve
was the day's large flash, as ning at the California Hotel.
he accounted for one touch Plans for the coming season will
down and numerous glue-fin- be made and nominations and
election will be held.
gered circus catches.
A full activity calendar is
RAINBOW GOLD
planned
for this season, with
When the Tigers meet the Uni
trips every week-end and inter
versity of Hawaii next Wednes
day night 50 per cent o the true collegiate competition for those
Hawaiian ootbaP players on the skiers that form a four-man ski
team. A meet with Pasadena
field will be on the Pacific team,
he is popular Charlie Mokiao, junior college and the Turlock
Ski Club will be the first on
first year man up from Doug
schedule this year.
Dashiell's last year's champion
Co-chairmen for the dinner
Cub team. The other is Spencer
are Bettygene Otto and Don
Kamakana, sophomore guard
with the Rainbows. The balance Paulsen.
of Coach Gill's squad of 77 play
ers in undoubtedly the most cos
mopolitan football troupe in the
world, including players of -Jap
anese, Koream, Indian and Chi
Latest to join Uncle Sam's air
nese extraction.
The score of the first Pacific- forces are Robert Buol, Ed Van
Vranken, and Carlton White in
Hawaii tussel was 18-0.
the Naxy; Don Alexander and
Chet Phillips in the Army. A re
cent check shows 31 of our CPT
graduates now in the Army and
Navy Air Corps and 10 more ac
cepted and waiting orders.

TARZAN

Jolyn Bergeron
for

SOPHOMORE
TREASURER

Ski-Clubbers
To Meet

For Junior Glass President

BILL SCOTT
"Cast Your Lot for Bill Scott"

Five Students
In Air Corps

GEORGE CAMPBELL "DUSTY"

MILLER
for

SENIOR GLASS PRESIDENT
Athlete

Scholar

Leader

The Stockton Musical Club is
offering a chance for students
to purchase tickets to the music
scries at
very , asonable v ice.
For top-ranking artists, this of
fer is too good to miss. See Dean
Elliott if you care to attend these
fine concerts.
Life insurance is a system that
keeps a man poor all his life so
he can die rich.
BUY ADVERTISED GOODS

Pacific Weekly advertisers help
support student activities-l-support
our advertisers
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Cub Hoop
Candidates
Attention
Prospective candidates for the
Stockton Junior College basketball quintet are encouraged to
begin taking light workouts as
soon as possible by Coach Chris
Kjeldsen.
With only three returning lettermen to center his team around,
mentor Kjeldsen expects to uti
lize a great deal of new material
in his starting lineups.
The Cubs are in what is con
sidered generally to be the
highest class Jaysee Conference
in the nation.
Kjeldsen states that there will
be no organized practice at least
until next month.

BOYARSKY
STILL HERE
Coming out the victor in his
first fracas with the United States
army, Willis Boyarsky, top-flight
end man of last year's Tiger elev
en, escaped the clutches of his
San Jose draft board at least un
til Christmas, according to latest
word, thus putting to end fears
that Boyarsky would be unable
to cavort with the Staggmen this
football season.
Last season Boyarsky was plac
ed on the all-opponent team of
Notre Dame.
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THE SECONDGUESSERS
PICK THE WINNER

Mr. Kessel Says:

PACIFIC 13, HAWAII 8
Highland Park on Pacific Avenue,
the "Tract of Distinctive Homes."
Let us assist you in working out
your individual home problems.

PACIFIC 14, HAWAII 7
The real winner will be our ' Ha
waiian Fruit Pineapple Sherbet."

This week and throughout the
football season, this group of Col
lege of the Pacific Rooters will
try to pick the winner of Pacific s
football games. Win or lose they
are 100% Pacific backers. Show
them you appreciate it.

HUD PARK

2930 Pacific Ave.

Mr. Haynes Says:

Dial 7-7748

THE DELTA
Mr. Declusin Says:

Red and Lee Boothby Says:

Mr. Shaffer Says:

.«

PACIFIC 19, HAWAII 14

PACIFIC 6, HAWAII 0

FOR WINNING SERVICE
We Have Football
Schedules

College service under new man
agement—featuring Golden Eagle
Highest Octane Gas in California.
(Cut Rate Prices)

Pacific Avenue and Alpine

Oil Pacific Avenue

S GROCERY
PACIFIC 25, HAWAII 13

PACIFIC 20, HAWAII 7

PACIFC 21, HAWAII 7

2320 Pacific Ave.

Phone 7-7015

Mr. Kragen Says:

Mr. Tucker Says:

Mr. Morris Says:

PACIFIC 14, HAWAII 7
• Groceries

^

BOOTHBY'S SERVICE

COLLEGE SERVICE

Dial 7-7095

1928 Pacific Ave.

"Home Cooking"
Featuring

Come to the book store for a win
ning line of college merchandise,
stickers, pins and pennants.

"Truth in Jewelry"

Breakfast, lunch, dinner
at college prices

J. SLICK & SON

ACIFIC COFFEE SHOP

THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE

Since 1876

2041 Pacific Ave.

"On the Campus for You"

Mr. Fink Says:

Mr. Schwill Says:

Bill Lunt Says:

PACFIG 6, HAWAII 0

PACFIG 9, HAWAII 7

PACIFIC 19, HAWAII 6

For Power

Radio Repairing
Sales and Service

Styles of Distinction

OTTO SCHWILL

ZUKOR'S

and Speed

BILL LOOTS UNION OIL

Mr. Orsi Says:

Mrs. Nins Says:

Mr. Eyer Says:

PACIFIC 20, HAWAII 7
SCHOOL SUPPLIES

On Pacific Ave. at Downtown Prices:
• Binders • Hardware • Toilet Goods
• Notions • Folders ©Note Books
• Candy
•Hosiery ©Pens, Pencils

PACIFIC 13, HAWAII 6

PACIFIC 7, HAWAII 6

The Smart Shop of Pacific Avenue
—All Apparel Needs

Pastry and Delicatessen—always
delicious — always ready — Orsi's
Ready-cooked Foods

Sweaters and Shirts—Lingerie
Junior Sizes

Phone 6-6324

On Pacific Avenue

1902 Pacific Ave.

Mr. Thome Says:

Mr. Sal field Says:

Mr. Rose Says:

PACIFC 13, HAWAII 0

PACIFC 21, HAWAII 6

For All
American
Drug Values

Fuller Paints

2002 Pacific Ave.

ORSI'S DELICATESSEN

EDEN FASHIONS

BEN FRANKLIN STORES

jgjfc

ROSE PHARMACY

435 E. Main

2032 Pacific Ave.

Pacific and Castle

Dial 2-7953

Lamp shades, vases, cosmetics, nic
nacks, school supplies, end tables,
sewing equipment. Greeting cards
for all occasions.

A. F. Salfield

AVENUE HARDWARE CO.

Dial 3-1318

1906 Pacific Ave.

PACIFFIC 6, HAWAII 0

HAWAII
Vs.

PACIFIC

THRONE'S
5-10-15 Cent Store

